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But this is not the whole story* Simulated snobbery for
money gain is accompanied by the resolve to keep up as
far as possible " old England/' I do not mean that the
controller says to the Managing Editor: " Play up the
peerage/' and that the order is passed on to sub-editors,
to reporters, to all whom it might concern* But the men
and women on the staffs of newspapers are wide enough
awake to sense what is expected of them* They may feel
contemptuous, but they need butter with their bread*
By some this facet of the popular Press is attributed
to the necessity of appeasing the snobbish hunger for
news about the aristocracy* But the present generation
cannot be called more snobbish than the last; most ob-
servers would say it is less so* How, then, account for
what is a new habit by saying that newspaper readers want
to-day more of this kind of thing than they used to get ?
They may actually want less of it, but it is pushed on to
them—for a purpose*
How far that purpose is effected nobody can say* In-
deed, it is hardly possible to reckon or even estimate the
range or final depth of newspaper influence* So far as
immediate result goes, that is perceptible easily* The
first time I remember having the immense power of the
newspaper over the imagination of the crowd brought
home to me was when the airman Hawker and his com-
panion who had fallen into the sea with him reached
London after being almost given up for dead* The Daily
Mail managed, alone, to work up such excitement that an
enormous gathering of people waited for them at the
railway station*
I asked myself then what limit could be set to the con-
sequence of an appeal, not by one newspaper, but by several,
for action which would not merely fill the approaches
to a railway terminus, but affect the course of events, of

